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I wonder how your week has been?  To me the days and weeks seem to be zooming by – how about 

you?  Mid-summers day has been and gone so now the days get shorter, when will the Christmas cards 

arrive in the shops now that they are open for business? 

I don’t know about you, but I get rather fed up with the news reports and commentaries – 

‘unprecedented’, ‘new normal’ are the in-words, and the sole aim of journalists seems to be to trip up 

every Politician or Expert only to end up going around in circles and arriving at the place or statement 

they began with.  Words, words and still more words. 

Much as I appreciate the need to keep up with the news both National and International, I am 

increasingly turning to radio three to find some solace in music – one of my great loves. 

I remember a while back, Sam reminding us in one of his talks that God sings over us – what a beautiful 

thought.  Music can soothe, enliven, challenge and it has been proved to be beneficial for mental, 

spiritual and physical well-being.  The choir I sing with (not for a while) were about to perform Brahms’ 

Requiem just as lockdown arrived.  It is a beautiful composition, not following the usual requiem 

pattern but is rather the composer’s take on a relationship with God and therefore a more genuine 

and personal interpretation.  Many of you will have seen ‘The Blessing’ that has reached across the 

Globe in many languages.  I found a Zimbabwean rendition which I sent to my daughter-in-law as she 

was born and grew up there and speaks Xhosa, one of the native languages – she can do the throat 

click as well.  How amazing that in only a couple of months this beautiful blessing has spread across 

the World, being heard by many in their own tongue – sounds a bit like Acts 2. 

Music of course, demands listening to if we are to do it justice and perhaps we need to listen more to 

God singing over us.  To be honest I find it difficult to pray in words to God at present even with more 

time.  The phrases seem repetitive and don’t appear to mean a great deal – peace, strength, healing 

but the words trip off the tongue too lightly sometimes.  With news over the weekend of the terrorist 

attack in Reading, killings in Manchester and the horrific death of three family members in an accident 

caused it seems by a drunk driver, I wonder how you can possibly console those left behind – there is 

no consolation.   

A life-long friend of mine has had many disasters in her life and for some years has cared on her own 

for her chronically sick daughter.  Her second son died from cot death 45 years ago and I remember 

admitting at the time that I could not find the words to console her – she graciously accepted this 

admission and we both realised that no words could bring relief to her suffering, perhaps a shoulder 

to cry on and a sounding board helped a little.  Like one of the Psalmists, I cry out ‘how long oh Lord’ 

as she continues to unselfishly battle through life, but I still do cry out and there is still the belief that 

God is present even in the most horrendous of situations, even if I cannot articulate the words in 

prayer. 

This present pandemic has intensified feelings and actions, mainly for good and in spite of the hardship 

and hurt, hopefully will leave this World a better place.  In spite of our weakness and humanity – 

perhaps because of it, God has not left us and will supply our needs according to His riches in Christ, 

maybe we just need to accept. 

“The Lord bless you and keep you, the Lord make his face shine on you and be gracious to you, the 

Lord turn His face toward you and give you peace." 

Jenny 

 


